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Abstract 

When songs are performed in socially meaningful and memorable contexts, they can act as vehicles 
that carry aspects of an individual’s language and identity, sometimes long after that person dies and 
his or her language is no longer spoken. In this chapter we present an illustrative case study from 
western Arnhem Land: the Milyarryarr (‘black heron’) song-set, which is associated with the 
‘extinct’ languages of Marrku, Manangkardi, and Ilgar but continues to be performed by songman 
Johnny Namayiwa. 

Before his death in 2003, the late Charlie Wardaga, who spoke these languages, handed over the 
songs to Namayiwa. While the languages were not part of Namayiwa’s linguistic repertoire, he was 
able to identify some song words in order to work up translations in Marrku with Nicholas Evans, 
who had previously worked with Wardaga.  

Namayiwa performs and teaches his inherited song-set in a variety of public ceremonial contexts. 
These include funeral ceremonies, Mamurrng (diplomacy) ceremonies, local festivals and 
celebrations. He has also added to the song-set some new compositions that were given to him in 
dreams. Public ceremony is prominent in western Arnhem Land, and song-sets such as Milyarryarr 
are performed alongside others in order to enact important social transitions and transactions. We 
suggest that it is this performance context that has enabled the transmission of knowledge of ancestral 
languages that are no longer spoken, which otherwise might not have been passed on. 

Keywords: Bininj Gun-wok, Ilgar, Iwaidjan, language documentation, language transmission, 
Milyarryarr, Manangkardi, Marrku, spirit language, song ownership 

1 Introduction 
The phenomenon of song transmission across linguistic boundaries is found in many parts of 
Indigenous Australia. Treloyn (2006:48–50), for example, notes that many junba repertories 
originating from the Kimberley have been passed on as far as Port Keats (Wadeye) in the Daly region 
to the north-east, and as far south-west as the Pilbara region, along a network of trade paths known 
as the wurnan. In the present chapter, we focus on western Arnhem Land, a region where great 
linguistic and musical diversity has been maintained and fostered over time, in spite of relatively 
small language populations (see Brown, Manmurulu, Manmurulu, O’Keefe & Singer, this volume, 
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Evans 2006, Evans 2010). In the public song tradition of western Arnhem Land – known as manyardi 
in Iwaidjan languages and kun-borrk in Bininj Gunwok – songs are individually owned and passed 
on to male relatives (Garde 2006; Barwick et al. 2007). What happens if the individual who inherits 
the song-set does not speak the language or languages employed in it?  

Many western Arnhem Land song-sets feature words entirely or partly in ancestral ‘spirit 
languages’, which have a ‘recognisable vocabulary of words and phrases which resemble a 
natural/spoken/everyday language of the region, but which are not associated with meaning in any 
conventional sense’ and for which the singer may not be able to offer a translation (Apted 2010:102). 
Given the variety of linguistic expertise in western Arnhem Land, occasionally song words will be 
assigned by some speakers to ‘spirit language’, while other speakers can furnish translations. Koch 
and Turpin (2008:167) suggest a number of other factors which can make the task of translating 
unfamiliar song words difficult, including: 
 

the multi-dialectal nature of song, the presence of metrical requirements which force 
phonological alteration of words, as well as the methods of song transmission and 
interpretation. 

 
In this chapter we examine a case where words that initially appeared untranslatable turned out to 
come from another language after all – and indeed to preserve, in a small but poignant way, words 
from a language that is on the verge of being lost. When Linda Barwick, Bruce Birch and Nicholas 
Evans began recording and transcribing music on Croker Island in the 2003–05 period as part of their 
DoBeS1 project ‘Iwaidja and other endangered languages of the Cobourg Peninsula (Australia) in 
their cultural context’, they were given language affiliations for all song-sets performed in the region.  
The Milyarryarr set was ‘closed’ at the time – it could not be performed or recorded due to the death 
of Charlie Wardaga in September 2003. Performances of another song-set, Manbam, were able to be 
recorded, and it was said to be associated with the Marrku language; but the singers recorded at that 
time could not assign meanings to the linguistic material. 

The Milyarryarr songs we discuss below had to wait for another decade to be recorded and 
interpreted, and this entailed transposition to another place (Warruwi) and another performer – 
songman Johnny Namayiwa. Namayiwa is a resident of Goulburn Island, where he speaks a number 
of languages, in particular Mawng (belonging to the Iwaidjan family, and not too distantly related to 
Ilgar).2 He composes and performs both contemporary and traditional styles of manyardi (song), 
crucially including the Milyarryarr song-set, which he learned from composer/owner Charlie 
Wardaga. Wardaga was a Namangalara clan man who spoke Ilgar, Manangkardi and Marrku. 
Namayiwa describes how Wardaga taught him Milyarryarr by singing the songs over and over with 
him until he got the song right, and how Wardaga would correct his pronunciation of the song words 
within the context of a ceremonial performance: 
 

This old man used to tell me ‘I’ll sing about two or three times, see if you can pick up 
this word – [I’ll sing] three times, and the fourth time you gotta sing yourself. Like he 
sing behind, you know, like keep his voice down, and I used to sing up . . .   and we 
used to sing along together, when I used to make mistake in there, he used to sing loud 
to show me that word, that next word. Like, he was a teacher.3 

 

                                                                                                                                                    
1 Dokumentation bedrohter Sprachen (Documentation of Endangered Languages), Max Planck Institute for 

Psycholinguistics. 
2 As well as Mawng, Namayiwa speaks the closely related language Iwaidja, also from the Iwaidjan family, 

plus Kunwinjku and Kun-barlang from the Gunwinyguan family (Evans 2003). 
3 Johnny Namayiwa, 20131107RB01, 55:36–56:13. Brown’s fieldwork recordings are referenced throughout 

this chapter listing the speaker, file name (YYYYMMDD, Recordist initials, root file) and time code. These 
recordings are deposited in the PARADISEC archive. 
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Namayiwa describes how Wardaga would also ritually scrape the tongue of Namayiwa and his 
relatives with a large cockleshell, to help them with the languages he spoke: 

 
Well he had his Dreaming [site], he asked me to go with him, but we didn’t have any 
boat to go across . . .   And he asked me to take me over there to thing my tongue, with, 
um, some kind of a cockleshell, but it’s big ones. That’s a sacred place there where they 
go and he scrape their tongue. He did it to one young fella, and that young fella he’s 
talking all kind of language.4 

 
Towards the end of his life, Wardaga passed on the responsibility for leading the performance of his 
Milyarryarr song-set in public ceremony to both his son Henry Guwiyul and to Namayiwa. This 
handover was formalised in a ceremony in which Wardaga gave his clapsticks to Namayiwa. At 
Minjilang on Croker Island, where Wardaga lived, the songs were not performed during the period 
of dormancy that occurred after his death in 2003 (Barwick et al. 2011–15). 

Guwiyul, who lives at Minjilang and often leads the songs in ceremony with Namayiwa, informed 
Namayiwa that the song-set had ‘all mixed languages – Ilgar, Manangkardi and Marrku’5; it is worth 
noting that many traditional stories in the region likewise deploy a polyglot palette (Evans 2011). 
Like Namayiwa, Guwiyul is not a fluent speaker of these languages, though he learned some Ilgar 
from his father, who spoke it regularly. He also learned the songs through the same method as 
Namayiwa – that is, by performing under Wardaga’s tutelage. Before he passed away, Wardaga had 
shared some of his knowledge of Ilgar and Marrku with Nicholas Evans, as had other Marrku 
speakers (now deceased) such as Mick Yarmirr and Joy Williams (Evans 2001, Evans et al, 2006). 
Nonetheless, our knowledge of all these languages remains fragmentary (Evans 2016). When, in 
2013, Evans and musicologist Reuben Brown came together with Namayiwa to document his songs 
and elicit the words of the song text, no fluent speakers of any of these languages remained. What 
meanings could be made from the Milyarryarr song text, and what remnants of the languages might 
it offer?  

2 Text analysis of the language in Milyarryarr song MR07  
Although he could not speak Wardaga’s languages or understand the meaning of the Milyarryarr 
song texts, Namayiwa could clearly recite it for Evans and Brown, and had picked up some context 
for the song words along the way: ‘the only one [that I can translate] is that Marrku one (WALSP 
song ID MR07)’ he offered, ‘I know a few things, few meanings there, but the rest of the songs, I 
don’t know.’6 It is on this song, MR07, that we focus here, since we did not succeed in identifying 
recognisable words from languages of the region in the other songs of the set. 

As we worked through the song, Namayiwa sung it phrase by phrase, getting us to sing it after 
him. (As with most singers of Aboriginal Australian songs we have worked with, the normal teaching 
mode is to sing the song piece by piece, rather than to speak the text without the music.) In the 
process, Evans recognised a number of words, on the basis of his previous linguistic work in the 
region, mostly from Marrku but in one case from Ilgar. In some cases these were slightly distorted 
phonetically. The recoverable words, given first in practical orthography and then in IPA7, were: 

1.  ngarta ([ŋaɖa]):  the first singular pronoun in Marrku: ‘I, me, my’  
2. ngiro ([ŋiɻo]): no exact match in Marrku, but a plausible reduction from [ŋiniɻu]  

nginiru ‘other, different’ 
3.  mangurtyi ([maŋuɖji]): ‘I came, arrived’ 

                                                                                                                                                    
4 Johnny Namayiwa, 20131107RB01, 00:39:12.675 - 00:39:26.775. 
5 Johnny Namayiwa, 20131107RB02, 28:45–28:56. 
6 Johnny Namayiwa, 20131107RB01, 55:05–55:20. 
7 International Phonetic Alphabet. 
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4. kunhi? ([kuṋi]): no exact match in Marrku, but a plausible reduction from 
mukunhi ‘there’

5. mirakunya martba ([miɻakuɲa maɖba]): no exact match in Marrku, but looks like 
it could come from the Marrku word mira(ng)kuny ([miɻaŋkuɲ]): ‘they went, 
they had gone’, plus the Ilgar/Garig word yimartba ([jimaɖba]) ‘different, other’)

6. Bakarnalinya ([bakaɳaliɲa]): not a known word in either language, but JM stated 
that it is a place name and that the phrase means ‘I’m from Bakarnalinya’.8

7. yakunhi ([jakuṋi]): exactly matches the Marrku negative ‘not’
8. manbam: this is the name of another song-set associated with the Marrku 

language, but other Marrku speakers with whom Evans, Barwick and Birch had 
worked had been unable to supply a meaning. Namayiwa, however, explained 
that warramanbam meant ‘little dwarf’; warra- is a prefix in Marrku that derives 
plurals or other animates that can occur in groups. (It occurs as well in the 
important singular noun Warramurrungunji ‘founding ancestress’.) Namayiwa 
also volunteered the further word warranguridjakud, which means ‘little song-
giving dwarves’ (these are said to dwell in the mangroves), though it does not 
occur in this specific song. 

Armed with this information, we can piece together a more precise translation for the song, which 
goes something like: ‘I have come from another place, they have gone somewhere else, to 
Bakarlinya, oh no . . .  , I have come, I am a manbam [ancestor]’. See Musical example 12.1 (next 
page) for a transcription of the words and music, while listening to Audio example 12.1 (follows 
Musical example 12.1).  

3 Musical features and performance context for Milyarryarr songs  
Western Arnhem Land songs have a wide melodic range and strophic or ‘sectional’ musical form.9 
Songs typically feature a verse, consisting of the song text followed by vocables, (for example ‘a 
yako ni’ in bars 14-16, Musical example 12.1). The verse is usually repeated (as in Audio example 
12.1 where the verse transcribed in Musical example 12.1 is repeated three times), interspersed with 
instrumental sections and a coda, in which the singer sings an open vowel and the clapstick beating 
typically changes, cuing sequences of unified dancing.10 The song concludes with the vocal part and 
didjeridu accompaniment finishing first, leaving the clapsticks to beat a final ‘terminating pattern’ 
(Barwick 2002:73).11 Milyarryarr ‘second singer’ Jason Mayinaj (who backs up Namayiwa and 
Guwiyul in ceremonial performance) describes how the different layers of the musical texture are 
introduced, consistent with western Arnhem Land song conventions: 

Always, with us [in western Arnhem Land], when we start a song, always the didjeridu 
start it off. We can’t just start off ourselves singing, not like eastern [Arnhem Land 
style] . . .   They start with clapsticks, and after, the didjeridu comes in. But us, when 
we start, it’s with didjeridu.12 

8 Though JN offered the translation ‘I am from Bakarnalinya’, the verb mirangkuny would normally mean 

9 In western Arnhem Land manyardi/kun-borrk, each verse of the song is sung to the same music, and the 
melody is coterminous with the text (Barwick 2011:330). This is the case also with other northern 
Aboriginal song genres, such as wangga and lirrga, but contrasts with central Australian and north western 
songs, where the text and melody are independent. 

10 Listen to Audio example 12.1 [1:29-1:45]. In this particular instrumental section, the clapstick beating stays 
the same. 

11 Listen to Audio example 12.1 [2:32-2:37]. 
12 Jason Mayinaj, 20110825RB03, 10:30–10:51. See measures 1–5, Musical example 12.1. 

‘they have gone’, suggesting a translation of the phrase as ‘they have gone to Bakarnalinya’.
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Musical example 12.1: transcription of verse of Milyarryarr song MR07 (0:00-01:28 of Audio example 12.1)13 

 

 
[continued over] 

                                                                                                                                                    
13 Recorded by Linda Barwick 20070427MRMP-30-MR07. Musical transcription by Brown and Evans. 

Transcriptions of didjeridu rhythms in particular are to be taken as indicative; the aim is to show how the 
clapstick, didjeridu and vocal parts interact and how the music is organised, rather than provide a detailed 
musical transcription for performance. 
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Western Arnhem Land manyardi/kun-borrk also features a variety of rhythmic modes in slow, 
moderate and fast tempo, which are performed at particular stages of a ceremony.14 For example, a 
singer will usually begin a performance with songs in a slow tempo, building up to a string of songs 
performed in moderate and fast tempo (which feature men’s dancing), before returning at the end of 
the performance to slow songs (featuring women’s dancing) as the ceremonial action draws to a close 
(Brown 2014:193-194; Brown 2016). 

 
 

  

Audio example 12.1: Verse of Milyarryarr song MR07 
 
 

As discussed in Brown et al. (Chapter 11, this volume), each manyardi/kun-borrk song-set in western 
Arnhem Land is associated with a particular language or dialect, which is in turn associated with a 
particular clan estate (see also Barwick, Birch and Evans 2007:10). The aesthetics of western Arnhem 
Land song-sets ‘follow up’15 particular living animals (for example, Mirrijpu/Yalarrkuku ‘seagull’), 
plants (Wurrurrumi ‘climbing monsoon forest vine’) and spirits (Mimih ‘stone country spirits’ or 
Inyjalarrku ‘mermaid spirits’).16 Many of these animals, plants and spirits are associated with the 

                                                                                                                                                    
14 Rhythmic modes relate to a combination of the tempo and rhythmic pattern of the clapstick beat that 

accompanies the singing (i.e. whether the beating is even, uneven, doubled, etc.) with the vocal rhythm and 
the didjeridu rhythm (Marett 2005:204; Barwick 2002:72). 

15 W. E. H. Stanner (1953:61) suggests that the ‘meaning’ of the Dreaming is enacted in the present through 
the performance of songs and dances which ‘follow up’ the ancestral beings that shaped the country and 
left their presence at particular sites. 

16 The Mirrijpu/Yalarrkuku song-set belongs to Solomon Nangamu and is examined in Brown’s (2016) 
dissertation, alongside performances of the Inyjalarrku song-set owned by David Manmurulu and family. 
The Wurrurrumi song-set belongs to Kuninjku song man Kevin Djimarr (discussed in Garde 2007). The 
Mimih/Yawkyawk song-set belonged to Kuninjku songman Crusoe Guningbal and was passed on to 
Guningbal’s sons Owen Yalandja, Crusoe Kurddal and Timothy Wulanjbirr (Garde 2006: 81–86). 



null
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ancestral country of the songs, and feature in creation stories from the region (Berndt 
1987). Milyarryarr, also referred to as wukul, is named after the black heron, whose wings are 
painted on the body of the singers and dancers (see Musical example 12.2). When men and 
women come together to dance to Milyarryarr songs, they conjure up flocks of black heron. 
Namayiwa and Guwiyul instruct the male dancers in particular to spread out all over the dance 
ground and keep moving, calling out in Mawng: kurrungmarrajbukbu niga17 (‘walk/roll along 
there!’) Namayiwa explains the context behind this instruction: ‘because the birds don’t stay in 
one place – [they’re] always moving around hunting, you know? Looking around for their food.’18 

Together with the body design and the dance, each song-set has unique musical features which 
help to create its ‘aural identity’ (Barwick 2002; Marett 2013:56). Certain melodic sequences and 
rhythmic modes are prominent among particular song-sets, while individual singers have a precise 
understanding of the tempo band (often within a range of 1–5 beats per minute) which constitutes a 
‘slow’, ‘moderate’ or ‘fast’ song in their song-set (Barwick 2002). Table 12.1 summarises some of 
the unique rhythmic modes which feature in Milyarryarr songs but are not common among other 
song-sets (Brown 2016). 

Figure 12.1: Johnny Namayiwa and Henry Guwiyul singing Milyarryarr; still from film by David Grubin 
(Namayiwa has a body design that follows the black heron.) 

17 Johnny Namayiwa, 20131107RB02, 24:10–24:23. 
18 Johnny Namayiwa, 20131107RB02, 24:52–25:00. 
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Table 12.1: Distinct rhythmic modes featured in Milyarryarr songs performed by Johnny Namayiwa and Henry 
Guwiyul 

Rhythmic mode 
description 

Clapstick 
pattern 

Songs featured 

Slow tempo uneven 
clapstick beating pattern 

peq q peq q Verse and Coda of MR01 (nigi), where it is 
reinforced by vocal rhythm: 

peq    peq      pdgty     q w  
alart rrajba ngimarrartba a  i 

Fast even beating, featuring 
rhythmic pattern 
punctuated by dance call 
(*) 

ppeq qqQ 
*

Verse of MR04, Instrumental section of MR09 

Slow-moderate even 
beating, followed by 
clapstick terminating 
pattern: didjeridu (Dj) cuts 
out and dancers call (*) on 
the final beat 

qqqqq ppeq qq
Dj –  –          *

Coda of MR01 (nigi), MR02, MR03, MR06, 
MR07 (Listen to Audio example 12.1 [2:30-
2:38]), MR12 

Fast uneven clapstick 
beating pattern, decreasing 
in tempo

qqq ppqe qq Coda of MR05, where it is reinforced by vocal 
rhythm: 

ppqe      q  q    ppqe       peq       q    peq    q_ w  
Bardada rramartba rrekodjba rregome 

Fast doubled beating 
followed by uneven 
clapstick (CS) beating 
pattern, then fast doubled 
beating (with dance call on 
first doubled beat) 

qqqqqQqQ .e 

ryryryry 
* 

Verse of MR04, where it is reinforced by vocal 
rhythm: 

    ppeq      q  q    q   q- pqe  ppeq _ q w
       rrarrajba rrajba yartba yako ni 

CS: q         q  q    q   q  Q     qQ .e ryryryry
Didjeridu cuts out, fast 
doubled beating gets faster 
in tempo, vocals (Voc) sing 
sustained open vowel ‘i’ 

ry (increasing
in tempo)  

MR04 (below), MR08, MR09 and MR13 
Voc     i ___________________________

CS ryryryryryryryryryryryryryryqqq
Dj   –  –                                                                      * 

Singing with didjeridu 
accompaniment but no 
clapstick accompaniment 

N/A Verse of MR13 

The analysis of songs in Table 12.1 draws on a corpus of Milyarryarr songs recorded over a period 
of seven years by a team of musicologists and linguists documenting kun-borrk/manyardi in 
collaboration with western Arnhem Land singers. In 2006, Isabel O’Keeffe recorded Guwiyul 
singing Milyarryarr songs at a funeral at Warruwi, and Johnny Namayiwa and Tommy Madjalkaidj 
singing Milyarryarr songs (accompanied by Johnny ‘Blackbook’ Namaruda on didjeridu) at an 
Inyimany ja najaman (girls’ puberty) ceremony. In 2007 Linda Barwick and O’Keeffe recorded 
Namayiwa, Henry Guwiyul and other performers singing Milyarryarr songs (accompanied by 
Solomon Nangamu and others on didjeridu) at a funeral at Warruwi. Reuben Brown also recorded 
Namayiwa in 2011 as part of a song documentation session led by Nangamu, at local music festivals 
in Gunbalanya and Jabiru. The most recent recording was made at Warruwi in 2013 during a 
ceremony staged for the documentary film Language matters (Grubin 2014) at which Brown and 
Evans were also present, as well as Ruth Singer. Based on this corpus, Brown identified 13 individual 
songs from the song-set for playback and elicitation with Namayiwa – some of which appear in 
Grubin’s film. The different performance contexts in which these songs were recorded highlights the 
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primary role of kun-borrk/manyardi in western Arnhem Land social life, and the prevalence of 
ceremonial performance at Warruwi in particular. 

Table 12.2: Events involving the performance of Milyarryarr, recorded by musicologists and linguists in 
western Arnhem Land 

Year Event Place Repertories performed Recordist/s 
2006 Funeral ceremony Warruwi Gumatj manikay, 

Milyarryarr 
O’Keeffe 

2006 Igeny Warlk Warruwi Milyarryarr O’Keeffe 
2007 Funeral ceremony Warruwi Milyarryarr, Galpu 

manikay, Murrungun, 
Nginji and Inyjalarrku 

Barwick, O’Keeffe 

2011 Song documentation 
and elicitation session 

Gunbalanya Milyarryarr, Inyjalarrku, 
Mirrijpu/Yalarrkuku 

Brown 

2011 Stone Country Festival Gunbalanya Karrbarda,  
Gurrumba Gurrumba clan 
bungurrl, Milyarryarr  

Brown 

2011 Mahbilil Festival Jabiru Karrbarda, Milyarryarr Brown 
2013 Performance staged for 

film Language matters 
Warruwi Milyarryarr, Mirrijpu, 

Inyjalarrku 
Brown 

4 Musical innovation and the dreaming of new songs 
Namayiwa continues to dream new songs which are added to the performed repertory of songs he 
has inherited. Musical creativity and inspiration for new songs comes through an association with 
the deceased spirit of the songman [in the case of Milyarryarr, Charlie Wardaga] who first composed 
the songs:  

sometimes when I . . .   want to sing new song, what I do is get the clapsticks that he 
[Wardaga] made it for me and gave it to me, and I put it under the pillow, and then the 
dream comes.19 

Dream-conceived songs are often the site of musical innovation; while these songs retain the same 
song text as previously inherited songs, and feature similar melodies and rhythmic modes, the text, 
melodic or rhythmic mode structure may be subtly re-arranged. One such example for Milyarryarr 
is the song MR13, which Namayiwa first played on his mobile phone for Brown in 2011 from a 
recording that his grandson made at a recent funeral at Warruwi. Namayiwa explained: ‘this is my 
latest one here, it’s a fast song, which . . .   I got that in a dream.’ Namayiwa often performs the song 
at funerals when an up-tempo mood is required, or at festivals where such fast tempo songs give 
dancers an opportunity to display spectacular dancing for an international audience (see Figure 12.2). 

The song features the same distinct rhythmic mode also identified in MR04, MR08 and MR09 
and described in Table 12.1 (row 6), where the didjeridu cuts out and the singer’s clapstick beat gets 
faster as he sings a sustained open vowel on the tonic (see bars 19–21, Musical example 12.2). 
Unusually for western Arnhem Land, the song begins with a long passage of singing accompanied 
by didjeridu without the clapstick beat. Eventually a fast tempo beat is established, first with even 

19 Johnny Namayiwa, 20131107RB02, 30:48–31:09. 
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beating, and then beating in double (see bars 1–6, Musical example 12.2). Namayiwa explains how 
this song is ‘a bit tricky one for the dancers’, who need to be alert to the entry point of the clapstick 
beat before they can start dancing.20 

Musical example 12.2: Transcription of Milyarryarr song MR1321  

[continued over] 

20 Johnny Namayiwa, 20110825RB03, 13:13–13:57. 
21 Recorded by Reuben Brown 20131106MR01-04-MR13_MR05. 
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Audio example 12.2: Milyarryarr song MR13 



null

119.544
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Figure 12.2: Toby Cooper executes a spectacular leap while dancing to uneven clapstick pattern in MR04, 
Stone Country Festival, Gunbalanya 2011; photo by David Mackenzie 

6 Conclusion 
The performance of Namayiwa’s Milyarryarr songs illustrates an important path by which languages 
– or at least parts of them – can go on being transmitted through the medium of song even after
regular transmission through speech has ceased. Although virtually no one now speaks Marrku22,
key words from the Marrku language, as discussed in this paper, are heard each time the Milyarryarr
song-set is performed, and kept alive by Namayiwa through his singing.

Songs are also kept ‘alive’ through frequent public performance – as in the case of Milyarryarr. 
This attests to the great value attached to this song-set. Its distinctive flavour is supported by musical 
characteristics that give the set its own unique aural identity – such as rhythmic modes that echo the 
rhythmic setting of the song text (as in rhythmic modes illustrated for MR01, MR04 and MR05, 
Table 12.1). Musical innovation is significant here for three reasons. First, it helps to sustain interest 
and participation in the song tradition by drawing in dancers who are invited to listen to the words 
and vocal phrase of the song and respond to ‘tricky’ new clapstick rhythms. Second, it also enables 
songmen to adapt their music to the social action taking place in a variety of ceremonial contexts (for 
example, performing a greater number of fast-tempo songs featuring complex dancing for festival 
audiences). And third, it helps to keep alive the spiritual connections between current and previous 
songmen and their ancestors, through the process of dreaming and working up new songs. 

Clearly, the multilingual environment of western Arnhem Land fosters an appreciation for 
language diversity (as discussed in Brown et al., this volume). It is also conducive to at least passive 
knowledge of many different languages among speakers such as Namayiwa, who may not consider 
themselves to be conversant in all of them. Transcription of Milyarryarr in this instance relied upon 
the combination of Namayiwa’s ability to identify some song words and provide some context for 

22 At the time of writing, the one living person who knows some Marrku is Khaki Marrala, whose dominant 
language is Iwaidja. Around 90 and showing some initial signs of dementia, he can nonetheless recall 
fragments of Marrku, but unfortunately the fact that he is childless and living in aged care in Darwin reduces 
the opportunities for him to pass on his knowledge. 
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the song text, and Evans’ experience of having worked with Wardaga and others on the Marrku 
language.  

As discussed, in many parts of Arnhem Land, song words are said to be drawn from ‘spirit 
language’. The ‘vocables’ of these spirit languages often combine specific phonological profiles with 
a distinct sense of language and place, even when they can’t be translated: 

Vocables do not simply draw from the phonology of a language to select ways of 
making sounds with the vocal apparatus. In exploiting the linguistic form of language, 
they take on the aesthetic and associative properties of the language. There are certain 
sounds that we associate with certain languages regardless of whether we can 
understand those languages, and within any language, quite specific associations 
between certain sounds and meanings may be developed (Apted 2010:101). 

It may remain very much in the ear of the singer, or the audience, as to whether the text of a song-
set like Milyarryarr gets parsed as words or vocables. And, against a context of language shift, this 
is clearly a choice that will change through time: Namayiwa’s masterful renditions show how the 
song-words can be transmitted with significant fidelity, without him actually being able to speak the 
language they were originally composed in. We may see this as a case where parts of a language are 
preserved through song transmission. But for the singers and listeners of this plangent song-set what 
is more important is the abiding spiritual connection between song, language, country, clan, and the 
singers who have maintained these links as the clapsticks are passed on.  
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